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Your company uses Cloud Storage to store application backup files for disaster recovery
purposes. You want to follow Google’s recommended practices. Which storage option
should you use?

 
 
A. Multi-Regional Storage 
B. Regional Storage 
C. Nearline Storage 
D. Coldline Storage 

 
Answer: D
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/storage-classes#nearline

 
 
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/gcp/introducing-coldline-and-a-unified-platform-for-
data-storage

 
 
Cloud Storage Coldline: a low-latency storage class for long-term archiving Coldline is a
new Cloud Storage class designed for long-term archival and disaster recovery. Coldline is
perfect for the archival needs of big data or multimedia content, allowing businesses to
archive years of data. Coldline provides fast and instant (millisecond) access to data and
changes the way that companies think about storing and accessing their cold data.

 
 

 

 

You are the team lead of a group of 10 developers. You provided each developer with an
individual Google Cloud Project that they can use as their personal sandbox to experiment
with different Google Cloud solutions. You want to be notified if any of the developers are
spending above $500 per month on their sandbox environment. What should you do?

 
 
A. Create a single budget for all projects and configure budget alerts on this budget. 
B. Create a separate billing account per sandbox project and enable BigQuery billing
exports. Create a Data Studio dashboard to plot the spending per billing account. 
C. Create a budget per project and configure budget alerts on all of these budgets. 
D. Create a single billing account for all sandbox projects and enable BigQuery billing
exports. Create a Data Studio dashboard to plot the spending per project. 

 
Answer: C
Explanation:  
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Set budgets and budget alerts Overview Avoid surprises on your bill by creating Cloud

Billing budgets to monitor all of your Google Cloud charges in one place. A budget enables

you to track your actual Google Cloud spend against your planned spend. After you've set

a budget amount, you set budget alert threshold rules that are used to trigger email

notifications. Budget alert emails help you stay informed about how your spend is tracking

against your budget. 2. Set budget scope Set the budget Scope and then click Next. In the

Projects field, select one or more projects that you want to apply the budget alert to. To

apply the budget alert to all the projects in the Cloud Billing account, choose Select all.
https://cloud.google.com/billing/docs/how-to/budgets#budget-scop 

 

 

 
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/billing/docs/how-to/budgets

 
 

 

 

You are running a web application on Cloud Run for a few hundred users. Some of your
users complain that the initial web page of the application takes much longer to load than
the following pages. You want to follow Google's recommendations to mitigate the issue.
What should you do?
 
A. Update your web application to use the protocol HTTP/2 instead of HTTP/1.1  
B. Set the concurrency number to 1 for your Cloud Run service.  
C. Set the maximum number of instances for your Cloud Run service to 100.  
D. Set the minimum number of instances for your Cloud Run service to 3. 
 
Answer: D

 

 

You are building an application that processes data files uploaded from thousands of
suppliers. Your primary goals for the application are data security and the expiration of
aged data. You need to design the application to:
 
 
•Restrict access so that suppliers can access only their own data.
 
•Give suppliers write access to data only for 30 minutes.
 

Question No : 3

Question No : 4
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•Delete data that is over 45 days old.
 
 
You have a very short development cycle, and you need to make sure that the application
requires minimal maintenance. Which two strategies should you use? (Choose two.)
 
 
A. Build a lifecycle policy to delete Cloud Storage objects after 45 days. 
B. Use signed URLs to allow suppliers limited time access to store their objects. 
C. Set up an SFTP server for your application, and create a separate user for each
supplier. 
D. Build a Cloud function that triggers a timer of 45 days to delete objects that have
expired. 
E. Develop a script that loops through all Cloud Storage buckets and deletes any buckets
that are older than 45 days. 
 

Answer: A,B

Explanation:  

(A) Object Lifecycle Management 

Delete 

The Delete action deletes an object when the object meets all conditions specified in the
lifecycle rule. 

 

Exception: In buckets with Object Versioning enabled, deleting the live version of an object

causes it to become a noncurrent version, while deleting a noncurrent version deletes thatv

ersion permanently. 
https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/lifecycle#delete 
 

 

(B) Signed URLs 

This page provides an overview of signed URLs, which you use to give time-limited

resource access to anyone in possession of the URL, regardless of whether they have a
Google account 
 

https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/access-control/signed-urls 
 

 

 

You are the organization and billing administrator for your company. The engineering team
has the Project Creator role on the organization. You do not want the engineering team to
be able to link projects to the billing account. Only the finance team should be able to link a

Question No : 5
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project to a billing account, but they should not be able to make any other changes to
projects. What should you do?
 
 
A. Assign the finance team only the Billing Account User role on the billing account. 
B. Assign the engineering team only the Billing Account User role on the billing account. 
C. Assign the finance team the Billing Account User role on the billing account and the
Project Billing Manager role on the organization. 
D. Assign the engineering team the Billing Account User role on the billing account and the
Project Billing Manager role on the organization. 

 
Answer: C

Explanation: From this source: https://cloud.google.com/billing/docs/how-to/custom-

roles#permission_association_and_inheritance 

"For example, associating a project with a billing account requires the

billing.resourceAssociations.create permission on the billing account and also the

resourcemanager.projects.createBillingAssignment permission on the project. This is

because project permissions are required for actions where project owners control access,

while billing account permissions are required for actions where billing account

administrators control access. When both should be involved, both permissions are
necessary." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
You need to update a deployment in Deployment Manager without any resource downtime
in the deployment. Which command should you use?
 
 
A. gcloud deployment-manager deployments create --config <deployment-config-path> 
B. gcloud deployment-manager deployments update --config <deployment-config-path> 
C. gcloud deployment-manager resources create --config <deployment-config-path> 
D. gcloud deployment-manager resources update --config <deployment-config-path> 
 
Answer: B
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/sdk/gcloud/reference/deployment-
manager/deployments/update
 

Question No : 6
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You need to select and configure compute resources for a set of batch processing jobs.
These jobs take around 2 hours to complete and are run nightly. You want to minimize
service costs. What should you do?
 
 

A. Select Google Kubernetes Engine. Use a single-node cluster with a small instance type. 
B. Select Google Kubernetes Engine. Use a three-node cluster with micro instance types. 
C. Select Compute Engine. Use preemptible VM instances of the appropriate standard
machine type. 
D. Select Compute Engine. Use VM instance types that support micro bursting. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

If your apps are fault-tolerant and can withstand possible instance preemptions, then

preemptible instances can reduce your Compute Engine costs significantly. For example,

batch processing jobs can run on preemptible instances. If some of those instances stop

during processing, the job slows but does not completely stop. Preemptible instances

complete your batch processing tasks without placing additional workload on your existing

instances and without requiring you to pay full price for additional normal instances. 
https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/instances/preemptible 
 

 

 

 

You want to configure a solution for archiving data in a Cloud Storage bucket. The solution
must be cost-effective. Data with multiple versions should be archived after 30 days.
Previous versions are accessed once a month for reporting. This archive data is also
occasionally updated at month-end. What should you do?
 
 

A. Add a bucket lifecycle rule that archives data with newer versions after 30 days to
Coldline Storage. 
B. Add a bucket lifecycle rule that archives data with newer versions after 30 days to
Nearline Storage. 
C. Add a bucket lifecycle rule that archives data from regional storage after 30 days to
Coldline Storage. 

Question No : 7

Question No : 8
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✑

D. Add a bucket lifecycle rule that archives data from regional storage after 30 days to
Nearline Storage. 
 
Answer: B
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/managing-lifecycles
 
 
Nearline Storage is ideal for data you plan to read or modify on average once per month or
less. And this option archives just the noncurrent versions which is what we want to do.
 
 
Ref: https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/storage-classes#nearline
 
 
 

 

 

 
You are given a project with a single virtual private cloud (VPC) and a single subnetwork in
the us-central1 region. There is a Compute Engine instance hosting an application in this
subnetwork. You need to deploy a new instance in the same project in the europe-west1
region. This new instance needs access to the application. You want to follow Google-
recommended practices. What should you do?
 
 
A. 1. Create a subnetwork in the same VPC, in europe-west1.2. Create the new instance in
the new subnetwork and use the first instance's private address as the endpoint. 
B. 1. Create a VPC and a subnetwork in europe-west1.2. Expose the application with an
internal load balancer.3. Create the new instance in the new subnetwork and use the load
balancer's address as the endpoint. 
C. 1. Create a subnetwork in the same VPC, in europe-west1.2. Use Cloud VPN to connect
the two subnetworks.3. Create the new instance in the new subnetwork and use the first
instance's private address as the endpoint. 
D. 1. Create a VPC and a subnetwork in europe-west1.2. Peer the 2 VPCs.3. Create the
new instance in the new subnetwork and use the first instance's private address as the
endpoint. 
 

Answer: C
Explanation:  

Given that the new instance wants to access the application on the existing
compute engine instance, these applications seem to be related so they should be
within the same VPC. It is possible to have them in different VPCs and peer the
VPCs but this is a lot of additional work and we can simplify this by choosing the
option below (which is the answer)

 

Question No : 9
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✑

1. Create a subnet in the same VPC, in europe-west1. 
2. Create the new instance in the new subnet and use the first instance subnets private
address as the endpoint. is the right answer. 

We can create another subnet in the same VPC and this subnet is located in
europe-west1. We can then spin up a new instance in this subnet. We also have to
set up a firewall rule to allow communication between the two subnets. All
instances in the two subnets with the same VPC can communicate through the
internal IP Address

Ref: https://cloud.google.com/vpc 

 
 
 

 

 

You have just created a new project which will be used to deploy a globally distributed
application. You will use Cloud Spanner for data storage. You want to create a Cloud
Spanner instance. You want to perform the first step in preparation of creating the instance.
What should you do?

 
A. Grant yourself the IAM role of Cloud Spanner Admin 
B. Create a new VPC network with subnetworks in all desired regions 
C. Configure your Cloud Spanner instance to be multi-regional 
D. Enable the Cloud Spanner API 
 
Answer: D
Explanation: https://cloud.google.com/spanner/docs/getting-started/set-up 

 

 

 

 
You want to configure 10 Compute Engine instances for availability when maintenance
occurs. Your requirements state that these instances should attempt to automatically
restart if they crash. Also, the instances should be highly available including during system
maintenance. What should you do?

 
 
A. Create an instance template for the instances. Set the ‘Automatic Restart’ to on. Set the
‘On-host maintenance’ to Migrate VM instance. Add the instance template to an instance
group. 
B. Create an instance template for the instances. Set ‘Automatic Restart’ to off. Set ‘On-

Question No : 10
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host maintenance’ to Terminate VM instances. Add the instance template to an instance
group. 
C. Create an instance group for the instances. Set the ‘Autohealing’ health check to healthy
(HTTP). 
D. Create an instance group for the instance. Verify that the ‘Advanced creation options’
setting for ‘do not retry machine creation’ is set to off. 
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

Create an instance template for the instances so VMs have same specs. Set the

"˜Automatic Restart' to on to VM automatically restarts upon crash. Set the "˜On-host

maintenance' to Migrate VM instance. This will take care of VM during maintenance
window. It will migrate VM instance making it highly available Add the instance template to
an instance group so instances can be managed. 

 
• onHostMaintenance: Determines the behavior when a maintenance event occurs that

might cause your instance to reboot. 

• [Default] MIGRATE, which causes Compute Engine to live migrate an instance when

there is a maintenance event. 

• TERMINATE, which stops an instance instead of migrating it. 

• automaticRestart: Determines the behavior when an instance crashes or is stopped by

the system. 

• [Default] true, so Compute Engine restarts an instance if the instance crashes or is

stopped. 

• false, so Compute Engine does not restart an instance if the instance crashes or is
stopped. 

 
Enabling automatic restart ensures that compute engine instances are automatically

restarted when they crash. And Enabling Migrate VM Instance enables live migrates i.e.

compute instances are migrated during system maintenance and remain running during the

migration. 

Automatic Restart  If your instance is set to terminate when there is a maintenance event,

or if your instance crashes because of an underlying hardware issue, you can set up

Compute Engine to automatically restart the instance by setting the automaticRestart field

to true. This setting does not apply if the instance is taken offline through a user action,

such as calling sudo shutdown, or during a zone

outage.Ref: https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/instances/setting-instance-scheduling-

options#autorestart 

Enabling the Migrate VM Instance option migrates your instance away from an
infrastructure maintenance event, and your instance remains running during the migration.
Your instance might experience a short period of decreased performance, although
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generally, most instances should not notice any difference. This is ideal for instances that

require constant uptime and can tolerate a short period of decreased

performance.Ref: https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/instances/setting-instance-
scheduling-options#live_migrate 

 

 

 

 

You are hosting an application from Compute Engine virtual machines (VMs) in
us–central1–a. You want to adjust your design to support the failure of a single Compute
Engine zone, eliminate downtime, and minimize cost. What should you do?
 
 
A. – Create Compute Engine resources in us–central1–b. 
–Balance the load across both us–central1–a and us–central1–b. 
B. – Create a Managed Instance Group and specify us–central1–a as the zone. 
–Configure the Health Check with a short Health Interval. 
C. – Create an HTTP(S) Load Balancer. 
–Create one or more global forwarding rules to direct traffic to your VMs. 
D. – Perform regular backups of your application. 
–Create a Cloud Monitoring Alert and be notified if your application becomes unavailable. –
Restore from backups when notified. 

 
Answer: A

Explanation:  

Choosing a region and zone You choose which region or zone hosts your resources, which

controls where your data is stored and used. Choosing a region and zone is important for

several reasons: 
Handling failures 

 
Distribute your resources across multiple zones and regions to tolerate outages. Google

designs zones to be independent from each other: a zone usually has power, cooling,

networking, and control planes that are isolated from other zones, and most single failure

events will affect only a single zone. Thus, if a zone becomes unavailable, you can transfer

traffic to another zone in the same region to keep your services running. Similarly, if a

region experiences any disturbances, you should have backup services running in a

different region. For more information about distributing your resources and designing a

robust system, see Designing Robust Systems. Decreased network latency To decrease

network latency, you might want to choose a region or zone that is close to your point of
service. https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/regions-

Question No : 12
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zones#choosing_a_region_and_zone 

 

 

 

 
You want to select and configure a cost-effective solution for relational data on Google
Cloud Platform. You are working with a small set of operational data in one geographic
location. You need to support point-in-time recovery. What should you do?
 
 
A. Select Cloud SQL (MySQL). Verify that the enable binary logging option is selected. 
B. Select Cloud SQL (MySQL). Select the create failover replicas option. 
C. Select Cloud Spanner. Set up your instance with 2 nodes. 
D. Select Cloud Spanner. Set up your instance as multi-regional. 
 
Answer: A
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/sql/docs/mysql/backup-recovery/restore
 
 
https://cloud.google.com/sql/docs/mysql/backup-recovery/pitr#disk-usage
 
 

 

 

Your application development team has created Docker images for an application that willb
e deployed on Google Cloud. Your team does not want to manage the infrastructure
associated with this application. You need to ensure that the application can scale
automatically as it gains popularity. What should you do?
 
A. Create an Instance template with the container image, and deploy a Managed Instance
Group with Autoscaling. 
B. Upload Docker images to Artifact Registry, and deploy the application on Google
Kubernetes Engine using Standard mode. 
C. Upload Docker images to the Cloud Storage, and deploy the application on Google
Kubernetes Engine using Standard mode.  
D. Upload Docker images to Artifact Registry, and deploy the application on Cloud Run. 
 
Answer: D

 

 

Question No : 13

Question No : 14
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✑

✑

✑

✑

✑

✑

✑

✑

You created a cluster.YAML file containing

 
resources:
name: cluster
type: container.v1.cluster
properties:
zone: europe-west1-b
cluster:
description: My GCP ACE cluster
initialNodeCount: 2

You want to use Cloud Deployment Manager to create this cluster in GKE. What should
you do?

 
 
A. gcloud deployment-manager deployments create my-gcp-ace-cluster --config
cluster.yaml 
B. gcloud deployment-manager deployments create my-gcp-ace-cluster --type
container.v1.cluster --config cluster.yaml 
C. gcloud deployment-manager deployments apply my-gcp-ace-cluster --type
container.v1.cluster --config cluster.yaml 
D. gcloud deployment-manager deployments apply my-gcp-ace-cluster --config
cluster.yaml 

 
Answer: D

Explanation: gcloud deployment-manager deployments create creates deployments

based on the configuration file. (Infrastructure as code). All the configuration related to the

artifacts is in the configuration file. This command correctly creates a cluster based on the
provided cluster.yaml configuration file. 

 
Ref: https://cloud.google.com/sdk/gcloud/reference/deployment-
manager/deployments/create 

 

 

 

 

 
You create a Deployment with 2 replicas in a Google Kubernetes Engine cluster that has a
single preemptible node pool. After a few minutes, you use kubectl to examine the status of
your Pod and observe that one of them is still in Pending status:

 
 

Question No : 15

Question No : 16
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✑

✑

 
 
What is the most likely cause?
 
 

A. The pending Pod's resource requests are too large to fit on a single node of the cluster. 
B. Too many Pods are already running in the cluster, and there are not enough resources
left to schedule the pending Pod. 
C. The node pool is configured with a service account that does not have permission to pull
the container image used by the pending Pod. 
D. The pending Pod was originally scheduled on a node that has been preempted between
the creation of the Deployment and your verification of the Pods’ status. It is currently being
rescheduled on a new node. 
 

Answer: B
Explanation:  

The pending Pods resource requests are too large to fit on a single node of the
cluster. Too many Pods are already running in the cluster, and there are not
enough resources left to schedule the pending Pod. is the right answer.
When you have a deployment with some pods in running and other pods in the
pending state, more often than not it is a problem with resources on the nodes.
Heres a sample output of this use case. We see that the problem is with
insufficient CPU on the Kubernetes nodes so we have to either enable auto-
scaling or manually scale up the nodes.

 
 
 

 

 

The core business of your company is to rent out construction equipment at a large scale.
All the equipment that is being rented out has been equipped with multiple sensors that
send event information every few seconds. These signals can vary from engine status,
distance traveled, fuel level, and more. Customers are billed based on the consumption
monitored by these sensors. You expect high throughput – up to thousands of events per
hour per device – and need to retrieve consistent data based on the time of the event.
Storing and retrieving individual signals should be atomic. What should you do?
 
 
A. Create a file in Cloud Storage per device and append new data to that file. 
B. Create a file in Cloud Filestore per device and append new data to that file. 
C. Ingest the data into Datastore. Store data in an entity group based on the device. 

Question No : 17
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D. Ingest the data into Cloud Bigtable. Create a row key based on the event timestamp. 
 

Answer: D

Explanation:  

Keyword need to look for 

- "High Throughput", 

- "Consistent", 

- "Property based data insert/fetch like ngine status, distance traveled, fuel level, and

more." which can be designed in column, 

- "Large Scale Customer Base + Each Customer has multiple sensor which send event in

seconds" This will go for pera bytes situation, 

- Export data based on the time of the event. 
- Atomic 

 

o BigTable will fit all requirement. 

o DataStore is not fully Atomic 

o CloudStorage is not a option where we can export data based on time of event. We need

another solution to do that 
o FireStore can be used with MobileSDK. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The sales team has a project named Sales Data Digest that has the ID acme-data-digest
You need to set up similar Google Cloud resources for the marketing team but their
resources must be organized independently of the sales team. What should you do?
 
A. Grant the Project Editor role to the Marketing learn for acme data digest 
B. Create a Project Lien on acme-data digest and then grant the Project Editor role to the
Marketing team 
C. Create another protect with the ID acme-marketing-data-digest for the Marketing team
and deploy the resources there 
D. Create a new protect named Meeting Data Digest and use the ID acme-data-digest
Grant the Project Editor role to the Marketing team. 
 
Answer: C

 

Question No : 18
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You are working with a Cloud SQL MySQL database at your company. You need to retain
a month-end copy of the database for three years for audit purposes. What should you do?
 

A. Save file automatic first-of-the- month backup for three years Store the backup file in an
Archive class Cloud Storage bucket 
B. Convert the automatic first-of-the-month backup to an export file Write the export file to a
Coldline class Cloud Storage bucket 
C. Set up an export job for the first of the month Write the export file to an Archive class
Cloud Storage bucket 
D. Set up an on-demand backup tor the first of the month Write the backup to an Archive
class Cloud Storage bucket 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: https://cloud.google.com/sql/docs/mysql/backup-

recovery/backups#can_i_export_a_backup 
https://cloud.google.com/sql/docs/mysql/import-export#automating_export_operations 
 

 

 

You have been asked to set up the billing configuration for a new Google Cloud customer.
Your customer wants to group resources that share common IAM policies. What should
you do?
 

A. Use labels to group resources that share common IAM policies 
B. Use folders to group resources that share common IAM policies 
C. Set up a proper billing account structure to group IAM policies 
D. Set up a proper project naming structure to group IAM policies 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: Folders are nodes in the Cloud Platform Resource Hierarchy. A folder can

contain projects, other folders, or a combination of both. Organizations can use folders to

group projects under the organization node in a hierarchy. For example, your organization

might contain multiple departments, each with its own set of Google Cloud resources.

Folders allow you to group these resources on a per-department basis. Folders are used to

group resources that share common IAM policies. While a folder can contain multiple

folders or resources, a given folder or resource can have exactly one parent.
https://cloud.google.com/resource-manager/docs/creating-managing-folders 

Question No : 19

Question No : 20
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You have 32 GB of data in a single file that you need to upload to a Nearline Storage
bucket. The WAN connection you are using is rated at 1 Gbps, and you are the only one on
the connection. You want to use as much of the rated 1 Gbps as possible to transfer the file
rapidly. How should you upload the file?
 
 
A. Use the GCP Console to transfer the file instead of gsutil. 
B. Enable parallel composite uploads using gsutil on the file transfer. 
C. Decrease the TCP window size on the machine initiating the transfer. 
D. Change the storage class of the bucket from Nearline to Multi-Regional. 
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/parallel-composite-uploads 
https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/uploads-downloads#parallel-composite-uploads 

 

 

 

 

You created several resources in multiple Google Cloud projects. All projects are linked to
different billing accounts. To better estimate future charges, you want to have a single
visual representation of all costs incurred. You want to include new cost data as soon as
possible. What should you do?
 
 
A. Configure Billing Data Export to BigQuery and visualize the data in Data Studio. 
B. Visit the Cost Table page to get a CSV export and visualize it using Data Studio. 
C. Fill all resources in the Pricing Calculator to get an estimate of the monthly cost. 
D. Use the Reports view in the Cloud Billing Console to view the desired cost information. 
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

https://cloud.google.com/billing/docs/how-to/export-data-bigquery "Cloud Billing export to

BigQuery enables you to export detailed Google Cloud billing data (such as usage, cost

estimates, and pricing data) automatically throughout the day to a BigQuery dataset that
you specify." 

Question No : 21
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Reference: https://cloud.google.com/billing/docs/how-to/visualize-data
 
 

 

 

 

Your VMs are running in a subnet that has a subnet mask of 255.255.255.240. The current
subnet has no more free IP addresses and you require an additional 10 IP addresses for
new VMs. The existing and new VMs should all be able to reach each other without
additional routes. What should you do?
 
 

A. Use gcloud to expand the IP range of the current subnet. 
B. Delete the subnet, and recreate it using a wider range of IP addresses. 
C. Create a new project. Use Shared VPC to share the current network with the new
project. 
D. Create a new subnet with the same starting IP but a wider range to overwrite the current
subnet. 
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  
https://cloud.google.com/sdk/gcloud/reference/compute/networks/subnets/expand-ip-range 

 

gcloud compute networks subnets expand-ip-range - expand the IP range of a Compute

Engine subnetwork gcloud compute networks subnets expand-ip-range NAME --prefix-
length=PREFIX_LENGTH [--region=REGION] [GCLOUD_WIDE_FLAG …] 

 

 

 

 

 

You are running a data warehouse on BigQuery. A partner company is offering a
recommendation engine based on the data in your data warehouse. The partner company
is also running their application on Google Cloud. They manage the resources in their own
project, but they need access to the BigQuery dataset in your project. You want to provide
the partner company with access to the dataset What should you do?
 
A. Create a Service Account in your own project, and grant this Service Account access to

Question No : 23
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BigGuery in your project 
B. Create a Service Account in your own project, and ask the partner to grant this Service
Account access to BigQuery in their project 
C. Ask the partner to create a Service Account in their project, and have them give the
Service Account access to BigQuery in their project 
D. Ask the partner to create a Service Account in their project, and grant their Service
Account access to the BigQuery dataset in your project 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: https://gtseres.medium.com/using-service-accounts-across-projects-in-gcp-
cf9473fef8f0#:~:text=Go%20to%20the%20destination%20project,Voila! 

 

 

You have developed an application that consists of multiple microservices, with each
microservice packaged in its own Docker container image. You want to deploy the entire
application on Google Kubernetes Engine so that each microservice can be scaled
individually. What should you do?
 
A. Create and deploy a Custom Resource Definition per microservice. 
B. Create and deploy a Docker Compose File. 
C. Create and deploy a Job per microservice. 
D. Create and deploy a Deployment per microservice. 
 
Answer: D

 

 

 
You created a Google Cloud Platform project with an App Engine application inside the
project. You initially configured the application to be served from the us-central region. Now
you want the application to be served from the asia-northeast1 region. What should you
do?
 
 
A. Change the default region property setting in the existing GCP project to asia-
northeast1. 
B. Change the region property setting in the existing App Engine application from us-
central to asia-northeast1. 
C. Create a second App Engine application in the existing GCP project and specify asia-
northeast1 as the region to serve your application. 
D. Create a new GCP project and create an App Engine application inside this new project.

Question No : 25

Question No : 26
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Specify asia-northeast1 as the region to serve your application. 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: https://cloud.google.com/appengine/docs/flexible/managing-projects-apps-
billing#:~:text=Each%20Cloud%20project%20can%20contain%20only%20a%20single%20
App%20Engine%20application%2C%20and%20once%20created%20you%20cannot%20c
hange%20the%20location%20of%20your%20App%20Engine%20application. 

 

 
Two App engine can't be running on the same project: you can check this easy diagram for

more info: https://cloud.google.com/appengine/docs/standard/an-overview-of-app-

engine#components_of_an_application 

And you can't change location after setting it for your app Engine.
https://cloud.google.com/appengine/docs/standard/locations 

 
App Engine is regional and you cannot change an apps region after you set it. Therefore,

the only way to have an app run in another region is by creating a new project and
targeting the app engine to run in the required region (asia-northeast1 in our case). 

 
Ref: https://cloud.google.com/appengine/docs/locations 

 

 

 

Your company runs its Linux workloads on Compute Engine instances. Your company will
be working with a new operations partner that does not use Google Accounts. You need to
grant access to the instances to your operations partner so they can maintain the installed
tooling. What should you do?

 
 
A. Enable Cloud IAP for the Compute Engine instances, and add the operations partner as
a Cloud IAP Tunnel User. 
B. Tag all the instances with the same network tag. Create a firewall rule in the VPC to
grant TCP access on port 22 for traffic from the operations partner to instances with the
network tag. 
C. Set up Cloud VPN between your Google Cloud VPC and the internal network of the
operations partner. 
D. Ask the operations partner to generate SSH key pairs, and add the public keys to the
VM instances. 

 
Answer: D

Question No : 27
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